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VASAD, EST. 1923

VASAD is a trendy bag brand with a rich history. 
The company was founded in 1923, already three 
generations Van der Sandt back. Traditionally, VASAD 
produced bags and leather bicycle saddles in the 
Netherlands. Now it is a label for modern, functional 
bags. The craftsmanship which made VASAD grow 
has remained. Under the name VASAD you will now 
find a high quality collection of unisex bags with 
which you want to be seen. 



ALL WEATHER COLLECTION

The VASAD All Weather collection is characterised 
by a collection of robust and strong bags made of 
waterproof tarpaulin. The clean design, reflective 
print and matt colours create a sturdy and 
modern look. The choice of lining material made 
from recycled PET makes this collection a more 
sustainable choice.
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Available in these colors:Available in these colors:

With this courier-style backpack, you can go out in all weathers! Ideal for cycling, 
but of course also for all your outdoor activities, holidays or (water) sports. The 
bag is made of tarpaulin, a durable and strong material. Thanks to the welded 
seams, water and dust have no chance. With the roll-down closure, you roll the 
bag up easily and tightly and secure it with 2 buckles. The Drybag can be carried 
via the 2 adjustable back straps or the extra handle and is available in 4 colors.

Compact, sturdy and waterproof, that’s the All Weather Drybag. Especially super 
handy for storing all your essentials like phone, wallet and keys safely and 
dry. Ideal for when you go out. The All Weather Drybag is made of tarpaulin, a 
durable and strong material, and due to the welded seams, water and dust have 
no chance. With the roll-down closure, you roll the bag up tight at the top and 
secure it with the 2 buckles. This also prevents water from entering through the 
opening at the top. This 7 liter All Weather Drybag is ideal for all your outdoor 
activities. The bag is available in 4 colors.

Black (.10)Army Green (.42)Navy (.40)Yellow (.21)Black (.10) Yellow (.21) Navy (.40) Army Green (.42)

Tarpaulin
± Ø27,5  x 64 cm
Front: 18 x 18 cm

24130
All Weather Dry Backpack (30L)
4 colors

Tarpaulin
± Ø17  x 40,5 cm
Front: 12 x 12 cm

24129
All Weather Drybag (7L)
4 colors

ART. NR.

ART. NAME

COLOR

ALL WEATHER DRY BACKPACK
TARPAULIN 

ALL WEATHER DRYBAG
TARPAULIN

± 30 liter volume

To be carried 
by the backpack 

straps

Roll up at  
least 3x for 

optimal results

Easy roll closure

Super strong and  
waterproof due to  
welded seams

Compact roll-up 
with easy closure

Super strong and  
waterproof due to  
welded seams

Roll up at  
least 3x for 

optimal results

± 7 liter volume
Reflective 
VASAD print

Reflective 
VASAD print
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Available in these colors:

ART. NR.

ART. NAME

COLOR

300D RPET / PEVA
± 28 x 48 x 10 cm
Front: 18 x 18 cm

A practical cooler bag with a modern look - that is the VASAD Cool bag! 
Fully padded for good insulation and easy to close with the roll closure. 
Thanks to its tall size, you can also take your bottle of beer or wine with 
you in a cool place. And because the bag is largely made from recycled 
PET bottles, it’s also a sustainable choice! And what makes this cooler bag 
even more special? It fits exactly in the AW Backpack or AW Bicycle Bag, 
for example! Turn them into a cool backpack or cool bike bag in no time by 
inserting the Cool & Insert bag into this bag. Now that’s cool!
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24127
Cool Insert Bag
Black

COOL INSERT BAG
300D RPET / PEVA 

ALL WEATHER BACKPACK
TARPAULIN

Tarpaulin / 210D RPET
± 29 x 53 x 12 cm
Front: 18 x 18 cm

24109
All Weather Backpack
8 colors

Army Green (.42)Navy (.40)Aqua Blue (.36)Yellow (.21)

Black (.88)

Orange (.16)

Grey (.45)

Black (.10)

White (.01)

A modern, sturdy and practical backpack with a handy roll closure.  
The water-repellent material, the coarse zip and the metal buckle give it a 
tough look. Laptop or tablet can be safely stored in the padded sleeve, with 
a handy extra zipped pocket. The lining fabric is made from recycled PET 
bottles. The reflective VASAD print also makes you highly visible at night.  
visible at night. 

Easy and sturdy 
rolltop closurePadded compartment 

for laptop or tablet

Super strong and 
water-repellent

material

Reflective  
print for extra 

visibility

Fits perfectly into 
your backpack or 

bicycle bag

ton-sur-ton 
VASAD print

Lining fabric made 
from recycled PET

Fabric 
made from 

recycled  
plastic bottles

An extra 

colour accent with the

VASAD keyhanger

(optional)

NEW COLORS!

Easy and sturdy 
roll closure

2 additional 
zipped pockets 
inside and out

Available in 8 
trendy colors

Insulated and 
waterproof 
inside

Click for   
product video

Click for   
product video

https://youtu.be/JWUzwDr1rnU
https://youtu.be/mLufrjXzweM
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Available in these colors:

The Coolbag is the ideal cooler bag for your summer adventures! With 
its compact shape, it fits perfectly under the passenger seat: wide at the 
bottom, so it fits a lot, and narrow at the top, so it does not restrict your 
legroom in the car. In addition, it also has a front zip pocket for wallet or 
travel documents. The insulation on the inside is easy to clean. The Coolbag 
is made of tarpaulin, a durable and strong material that also provides a 
tough look. Whether you are travelling by car, going to the beach, park or 
picnic, the Coolbag is the ideal way to keep your snacks and drinks cool. 
Give this bag your own colour accent with the cool VASAD Keychain as an 
extra gadget (optional).

Tarpaulin / 210D RPET
± 31 x 40 x 14 cm 
Front: 18 x 18 cm
Back: 24 x 20 cm

24119
All Weather City Bag 
3 colors

A modern, sturdy and multifunctional bag bag for everyday use (± 18L). The 
water-repellent tarpaulin and the coarse zipper gives it a tough look. This 
bag is very strong and suitable for heavy shopping, but also for a day in the 
city, at the beach or at work. The combination of short handles and shoulder 
strap makes the bag comfortable to carry as well. The lining fabric is made 
of recycled PET-bottles. The reflecting VASAD-print makes you extra visible 
at night.

Army Green (.42)Navy (.40)Yellow (.21)

ALL WEATHER CITY BAG
TARPAULIN

Very strong, suitable for  
heavy shopping, day out 
city or commuting

Lockable 
with zip

Super strong and 
water-repellent
material

Reflective  
print for extra 

visibility

± 18 liter 
volume

Lining fabric made 
from recycled PET

Click for   
product video

Tarpaulin / PEVA
± 32 x 23,5 x 24 cm
Front: 20 x 14 cm

24128
All Weather Coolbag
Black

ALL WEATHER COOLBAG
TARPAULIN

Compact size

Front 
compartment 
with extra mesh 
pocket

Insulated and 
waterproof
inside

An extra color  
accent with the

VASAD keychain

(optional)

Comfortable 
with handles and 

shoulder strap

Inner and outer 
surfaces easy to clean

Ideal for holidays, long 
car journeys or picnics

https://youtu.be/worxDgIhPks
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Available in these colors:Available in these colors:

Tarpaulin / 210D RPET
± 18 x 20 x 18 cm 
Front: 12 x 12 cm

24120
All Weather Micro Bag 
4 colors

The latest trend: the micro-bag! Compact, sturdy and water-resistant. But 
above all super handy for the safe and dry storage of all your essentials 
such as phone, charging cable, wallet and keys. Ideal when you go out. But 
also useful for storing many other things, such as tools or office supplies, 
or even as a toiletry bag. The mesh pockets and elastic bands make it easy 
to organize your things. The lining fabric is made of recycled PET-bottles. In 
short, a versatile bag suitable for everyone.

Army Green (.42)Navy (.40)Yellow (.21)Black (.10)

ALL WEATHER MICRO BAG
TARPAULIN

Versatile bag suitable 
for e.g. charger cables, keys, 
tools or toiletries

Easy Drawstring 
with stopper

Super strong and 
water-repellent

material

Hangable with 
keyhanger

With mesh pockets 
and elastic bands for 
organising items

Lining fabric made 
from recycled PET

24126
All Weather Duffel
5 colors

Tarpaulin / 210D RPET
± 50 x 25 x 22 cm
Front: 16 x 11 cm

A super strong travel / sports bag with a modern design. The waterproof 
zippers and water-repellent material ensure that your belongings come 
across safe and dry. The lining fabric made from recycled PET bottles make 
this bag a more sustainable choice as well. The spacious opening and large 
main compartment make it easy to store all your belongings. The reflective 
VASAD print makes you highly visible at night.

Black (.10) Orange (.16) Aqua Blue (.36) Navy (.40) Army Green (.42)

ALL WEATHER DUFFEL
TARPAULIN

Super strong and 
water-repellent
material

Lining fabric made 
from recycled PET

Waterproof zip

With extra 
Front zip pocket 
and V23 label

Click for   
product video

Click for   
product video

Reflective  
print for extra 

visibility

± 30 liter  
volume 

https://youtu.be/Fcjvqcec_lU
https://youtu.be/gb8T6SpfXQU
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24125
All Weather Phone Bag
Black

PU
± 10,5 x 19,5 x 8,5 cm
Two sides: 6 x 2,5 cm

Navigate the most beautiful routes on your phone easily and safely with 
the VASAD Phone Bag. Simply attach it to your handlebar with Velcro. 
The waterproof zip and material protect your phone and belongings such 
as keys, cards or powerbank that you can store in the bag. The reflective 
VASAD print on the front increases your visibility. Packaged in a luxury gift 
box and with QR code to get you started with the best cycle routes in Europe!

Available in these colors:

Black (.10) Navy (.40)

ALL WEATHER PHONE BAG
PU

Tarpaulin / 210D RPET 
± 35 x 58 x 12,5 cm 
Front: 18 x 18 cm 

24121 
All Weather Bicycle Bag 
2 colors

This robust bicycle bag (± 20L) is completely waterproof due to the taped & 
welded seams and the practical roll top closure. Perfect for anyone cycling 
to work or school. The bag has a reinforced rear panel and is easy to attach 
to the bike. Thanks to the detachable shoulder strap, you can also carry it 
comfortably over your shoulder. Laptop or tablet can be safely stored in the 
padded sleeve, with a handy extra zip pocket. The lining fabric is made of 
recycled PET-bottles. The large reflective prints also make you more visible 
at night.

ALL WEATHER BICYCLE BAG
TARPAULIN

Padded laptop compartment 
with extra zip pocket

Practical and 
waterproof
rolltop closure

Reflective  
VASAD print

Easy to attach to 
the carrier with 

sturdy hooks

Packaged in luxury 
gift boxs

Easy and safe 
navigation on the 

bicycle

Reflective  
print for extra 

visibility

Easy to fix  
on your steering 

wheel

Detachable 
shoulder strap

Reinforced rear 
panel

With waterproof 
zip and material

Super strong and 
100% waterproof 
due to welded 
seams

Includes QR code 
with cycle routes 
in Europe

Click for   
product video

Click for   
product video

https://youtu.be/zlNRLjlsEZY
https://youtu.be/y7iLq_FdkSk




ALL LEISURE COLLECTION

Classic bags in a modern and contemporary design. 
That is the VASAD All Leisure collection. A luxuriously 
finished line of unisex models made of high-quality 
artificial leather. Craftsmanship of the past in a 
collection of the present. 
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N24115 
XXS Travel & Toiletry Bag
Navy

PU Leather
± 18 x 20 x 18 cm 
Front: 12 x 12 cm

A stylish unisex toiletry bag made from high-quality synthetic leather. The 
bag is fully lined and its design, beautiful leather grain and finish make it 
comfortable, chic and fashionable. The lining is washable and has mesh 
pockets and elastic straps to easily organise your contents. The handle can 
also be used to hang the toiletry bag. This bag is ideal to combine with the 
XXL Travel & Sports bag

XXS TRAVEL & TOILETRY BAG
PU LEATHER

Easy drawstring closure  
with stopper

With VASAD handle 
for hanging as well

High-quality 
leather with grain

With mesh pockets 
and elastic bands for 
organising items

This spacious, stylish travel bag (± 40L) is suitable as a weekend bag for 
short trips at home and abroad, but also useful as e.g. a trendy sports bag. 
The bag is fully lined and with its coarse pleats, rounded forms and the use 
of high quality synthetic leather it is comfortable, chic and fashionable. It is 
completed by the water-repellent zipper with VASAD logo as a sporty and 
cool detail. The bag is ideal to combine with the XXS Travel & Toiletry bag in 
a matching color.

PU Leather
± 54 x 27 x 27 cm
Front: 12 x 14 cm 

24116 
XXL Travel & Sports Bag 
Navy

XXL TRAVEL & SPORTS BAG
PU LEATHER

High-quality 
Imitation leather  
with leather grain

Suitable as a  
luxury weekend bag 

or trendy sports bag

Waterproof 
Zip with 

VASAD logo

± 40 liter  
volume 

With additional 
front zip pocket

Click for   
product video

Click for   
product video

https://youtu.be/yFKzJAl-4KU
https://youtu.be/xAke3fZR8XA
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This stylish and classic travel bag is suitable for short trips at home and 
abroad and is ideal for use as hand luggage. The All Leisure Classic Duffel 
is made of high-quality PU leather and is fully lined. This travel bag has 30 
liters of space to carry your clothes and other belongings. In addition, the 
bag has a front zip pocket for keys, wallet and other essentials. This classic 
All Leisure Classic Duffel in a fashionable vintage look is a perfect match for 
both business and casual use.

Available in these colors:

24118
All Leisure Classic Backpack
3 colors

PU Leather
± 27 x 40 x 12,5 cm
Front: 20 x 14 cm

A stylish and classic backpack, made of high-quality PU leather. The All 
Leisure Classic Backpack has a spacious main compartment with a padded 
sleeve for a laptop or tablet and an extra compartment for a phone. In 
addition, the bag has a spacious front pocket with zip closure and an elastic 
side pocket, ideal for a water bottle. The padded backpack straps ensure 
high carrying comfort. This classic VASAD backpack in a fashionable vintage 
look is a perfect match for both business and casual use.

Brown (.05) Cognac (.06) Navy (.40)

ALL LEISURE CLASSIC BACKPACK
PU LEATHER

High-quality 
PU leather in  
vintage lookSpacious main 

compartment with 
padded sleeve for 

laptop or tablet

Perfect match for 
both business and 
casual use

Spacious front 
pocket and elastic 
side pocket, ideal 
for drinking 
bottles

Padded backpack 
straps add to the 

comfort

PU Leather
± 50 x 25 x 22 cm
Front: 12 x 14 cm

24132
All Leisure Classic Duffel
Cognac

ALL LEISURE CLASSIC DUFFEL
PU LEATHER

High-quality imitation leather 
with leather grain with  
vintage look

Suitable as a  
luxury weekend bag 

or trendy sports bag

With adjustable 
shoulder strap 

± 30 liter  
volume

With extra 
front zip pocket

Click for   
product video

https://youtu.be/7oPZOYyirT0
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Available in these colors:

x x x x x x

The VASAD Daypack is the backpack for athletes, hikers and adventurers who 
want to go out on weekends. But of course it can also be used for the daily 
trip from home to school or work. The daypack is a compact and lightweight 
backpack made of strong and water-repellent recycled material. The main 
compartment is spacious and offers storage space for all your belongings. 
The various compartments and options make it easy to carry everything in 
an organised way. The airmesh back panel keeps your back cool when the 
weather is hot and you are on the move for longer. The shoulder straps are 
sturdy and adjustable, making the bag comfortable to carry.

MATERIAL

SIZE

Navy (.40) Army Green (.42)

Available in these colors:

VASAD DAYPACK (20L)
210D RPET RIPSTOP

210D RPET Ripstop
± 20 x 45 x 20 cm

24131
VASAD Daypack (20L)
2 colors

Compact size for any outdoor 
activity

Water-repellent, 
lightweight ripstop

Side pocket for drinking 
bottle

Extra zip pocket 
for loose items

adjustable straps 
to adjust the bag 

perfectly

Reinforced back 
panel for optimal 

wearing comfort and 
ventilation

± 20 liter volume
Reflective  
VASAD print

Recycled  
RPET fabric



ALL GREEN 
COLLECTION

Under the All Green collection, 
VASAD brings some bags and 
accessories made from (partly) 
recycled materials. 
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24124
Re-Cycle Shopper
3 colors

140 GSM PP Woven (30% recycled)
± 45 x 38,5 x 16,5 cm
Front: 23 x 18 cm

A compact, sturdy shopper bag (± 30L) that can be attached to the bicycle 
with bicycle hooks. Super convenient if you go shopping by bike. Hang 
the bag easily and stably on your carrier so you have your hands on the 
wheel and can safely participate in traffic. This bag, which can be closed 
with Velcro, is partly (± 30%) made of recycled plastic, which makes it a 
sustainable choice. Doing the shopping after work or just in between jobs 
has never been so easy!

Available in these colors:

Black (.10) Black (.88)Navy (.40) Army Green (.42)

RE-CYCLE SHOPPER
140 GSM PP WOVEN (30% RECYCLED)

160 GSM RPET Fleece
± 150 x 130 cm 
Front: 14 x 6 cm

24123 
Picnic & Play Plaid 
Navy

This 2-in-1 Picnic & Play Plaid is a fun gadget for those who want 
something different. The fleece top layer is comfortable and made from 22 
recycled PET bottles, so it is sustainable too. Because of the print with 3 
well-known games (Tic-Tac-Toe, Ludo and Checkers) you can always find an 
opponent on this plaid! The matching wooden playing pieces are included 
and stored in the zip pocket. Because of its water repellent bottom and 
compact shape, this rug is easy to carry and ideal for a picnic in the park, on 
the beach, but also for a game with the family.

PICNIC & PLAYPLAID
160 GSM RPET FLEECE

Compactly rollable 
and easy to carry

3 familiar games 
incl. wooden 

playing pieces 
and game manual

Made from ± 22 
recycled plastic 
bottles

Comfortable  
fleece with  

water-repellent 
bottom

Bicycle hooks for 
attaching to the 

bicycle

With VASAD print

Lockable  
with Velcro

With long carrying 
handles

± 30 liter volume

Click for   
product video

https://youtu.be/PGJ7h8Q3wfE
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CUSTOM MADE BAG

Of course, we can also help you with customised bags for different projects. 
With 50 years of experience and our own office in China we can realise this 
relatively easily for you with guaranteed quality.
Each customised project requires a project-based approach from us.
Fortunately, we have enough experience to guide you in this.
 
Under custom made we mean the following:
•  Adjusting an existing bag from our collection. For example a different 

colour, another choice of material, extra accessories or a combination 
of these. This is already possible from 500 pieces, the delivery time is 
then ± 14 - 16 weeks (incl. development time and sampling).

•  The development of a completely unique bag and functionality. We can 
develop a bag based on a model supplied by a customer or based on 
clear specifications, photos or a (cutting) drawing. 
This is possible from 1,000 pieces. Delivery time of ± 16 - 18 weeks 
(incl. development time and sampling).

• Most of the bags from our standard collection can be printed with a 
logo. This is possible from 50 or 100 pieces and we can deliver this 
within 2-3 weeks if the bag is in stock.

So if you or your customer has a nice bag in mind, or an own product line. 
Please feel free to contact us about this.

Choice of own color 
and material

Your own logo print

Bag completely 
customised 

Our certificates

Optional own 
accessories 

with logo



www.vasad.eu


